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                                                  Big data is not bubble!

Never in history was big data so popular as it is in modern society due to the fact that 

social media and internet had developed unprecedentedly in the past decades. As people 

transit their habits of paying, entertaining, and communicating with other individuals from all 

kinds of tradition ways, the door of big data is opened. Many analysts doubt at the big data 

that it may not be able to live up to its promise and some even stated that the time has come 

for it to burst. Nevertheless, big data comes around us in silent, and it exists as we open our 

mobile devices, which is the most frequent thing we are doing, whether it’s smart watch, 

phone, tablet, or laptop. No matter what actions are doing, connecting to Wi-Fi, texting, or 

making a phone call, people are creating data to converge into the big data pool. Therefore, it 

is still too early to just conclude it as a bubble.!

         As the number of internet user rocketing, the exploded amount of online data has 

been created. The explosive growth of data provides a series of business opportunities to 

those big data operation platforms corporation like ‘Google’. The big data could be involved 

into a few dominated fields: health care, retail, and even smart city. As a result of that, the 

store price of which company had concept of big data would usher an enormous amount of 

increase. This symbols the craziness of investors now see the big data and correlated concepts.!

With increasing number of skeptic voice, big data, today, is involved into a discussion 

that revolves around whether it will ever be able to live up to its promise. Society debates that 

�� [1]: Great!'The'author'clearly'claims'the'common'
sense'about'big'data'in'the'first'paragraph888big'data'
cannot'survive'in'our'world.'We'can'easily'catch'the'
main'idea'of'the'whole'passage.!

�� [2]: The'author'gave'us'some'examples'that'big'
data'has'influenced'our'life'a'lot.So'he'is'trying'to'
against'those'analysts''doubt,'which'they'think'big'data'
is'a'bubble!

�� [3]: the'author'continued'to'give'examples'that'big'
data'plays'an'important'role'in'our'life'and'it'can'also'
make'profit'for'companies'and'provide'jobs!
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it is too valuable today and just similar to the case of 2001 internet bubble. Nonetheless, big 

data is meeting so much demands so that bubble is not likely to be one of the descriptions for 

big data. Data has the potential to drive innovation and to provide useful information, 

improving life quality and economic productivity. Therefore, it plays a vital role in smart city 

and it becomes extremely valuable since the development of internet and cloud computing.!

What is more, Smart city, the future trend for urban development, majorly rely on big 

data. Many developed countries invested enormous amounts of resources and capitals into 

this promising project about smart city. Smart city helps to improve quality of resident’s 

living condition by using urban informatics and technology to improve the efficiency of 

services such as improving traffic congestion by using the sensor in the street light to receive 

information and traffic control system to solve the congestion. The government of Seattle, 

Washington, for instance, cooperates with company ‘Microsoft’ and ‘Accenture’ an 

experimental project to reduce the energy usage of that area. The project targets to collect a 

mass of data from the intelligent street light control and management system to redistributed 

the usage of electricity in different area in order to lessen electricity utilization by 45 percent.!

 People who are suspicious of expansion of the big data usually compare it to the 

development of internet in late 90s. Granted, internet is collapsed after period of 1995 – 2001 

during which the commercial value of internet or so-called dot com company rise 

unpredictably. However, the situation of big data and internet in 90s is totally different. The 

increase in value of big data or relative technology is reasonable and rational enough since the 

mature development of upstream and downstream of the industry, like cloud computing, 

intelligent business, and the smart city. Moreover, government is especially careful about the 

top design of the application of the big data to avoid the the accumulation of the bubble. 

People nowadays is too afraid to have the situation like 2001 dot-com bubble so that they 

hold skepticism about everything’s suddenly expansion, but big data, because of the key 

function and huge demand of it for the future urban development, is not the case. !

�� [4]: Pollyanna:'I'like'the'way'he'add'some'society'
debates'in'this'paragraph,'which'makes'his'article'more'
critical.'After'all,'if'there'is'thing'that'is'challenging'the'
common'sense,'it'must'encounter'numerous'
discussions'and'debates.!
I'suggest'him'to'add'more'details'about'this'kind'of'
debatable'ideals.!

�� [5]: Please'add'more'explaination'of'the'"dot'com'
company"'so'that'readers'can'understand'what'it'is'
easily!
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Meina Zhou: I am surprised that the author could come up with this topic——big data is not a 

bubble for this assignment. But I am confused about what is the common sense in this essay? 

Because I think common sense is a consensus that almost all people think a thing in a same 

way. In this essay, the author think analysts doubt the future for the big data, but the author 

has confidence about it. However, is it a common sense for other people? Or it is just a 

statement that the author disagrees with those analysts?!

So I think if the author can revise the essay to make it clear. I believe this topic is unique!! I 

love his thought.!

Ruiqi Cao:  The author discuss a hot topic---Big data recently. He mainly convey an 

idea that there is a bright future for the development of the Big data world. He doesn’t 

agree with the common sense about Big Data. His language is powerful, having a 

strong logic. Used some external data and sources, he conveys the some possible 

reason why common sense don’t support the future of the Big data. However, the 

author uses his critical thinking to criticize this kind of thinking. I really like this 

debatable languages and style. Interesting passage.!

Yuepeng Chen: As an information system majored student, I really like this paper. 

The author has abundant knowledge about the popular trend nowadays, Big Data. 

This paper focuses on the future of big data and the reason why there will not be 

bubbles. I agree with most of opinions in this paper and I think the last paragraph 

about comparison between the big data trend and the Internet bubble is a wonderful 

way to prove his point of view. If the writer could add more explanation of some 

professional vocabularies for readers to understand, it will be a perfect paper.  !
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Shiyue Jiang: The topic of this essay - big data is very special, and the content is very 

substantial. The author talks about what is big data and uses some examples to explain 

that. And his essay concludes many academic information, which means the author 

might need more attractive examples to explain to readers his opinion. I like the topic 

he found, and my suggestion is that the essay could be better if it has more specific 

examples to prove his statement.!

Yijia Wu: I think the author did well in developing his overall logics, using paragraph 

platforms to display them, which is clear and concise. The topic that he chose is very 

interesting, Big Data, which I personally prefer as a major in college because of its 

practical values. Not only companies and cities need data scientists to improve 

themselves, but also ordinary people need to acquire data that lies on the database to 

improve our brain in the future to become “super human beings.” !
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